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Chapter 12: 1100- The Great Famine
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Dates in Irish History

1100’s: start of British involvement in Ireland

1300’s: “The Pale” (…beyond the pale)… indicator of inability of British to fully 

conquer much of the island

1541: Henry VIII proclaims himself King of Ireland, and forbids the practice of 

Catholicism in British lands

1609: Introduction of the “plantation system” of settlement; mostly Scots, all 

Protestant, mostly into the northern area of the island

1641: First Catholic “diaspora”                                                                     

from the island to west of island                                                                         

and to West Indies, and seizure                                                                       

of Catholic land

1688:  Apprentice boys protest                                                                         

in Ulster…
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Dates in Irish History

1690: James (Ireland) defeated by William (England)

1691: Treaty of Limerick  …Ireland “lost”… 

1695… imposition of Penal Laws… Catholics cannot bear arms, obtain a high 

school education, vote, become lawyers or hold office… 

1791: Society of United Irishmen                                                                

(Wolfe Tone),  1800 Act of Union                                                           

(dissolution of Irish parliament)…                                                            

“Monster Meetings”, Emancipation
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Dates in Irish History

1838:  “Poor Laws” passed… as bad or worse than Penal Laws

1845: first severe year of Great Famine, 1847 and 1848 even worse             

(in part owing to the malnourished state many Irish were in)…

Population in 1841 estimated at ~8 million 

Famine: 1845-1849

Population Change: ~1 mill died, ~1.5 mill left… 

Late 1840s to 1920… Total Emigration…

US/CA: ~4,750,000          

AU/NZ:    ~450,000


